
 

Belgian Holland for valves engineering is a piping service company that works in the 
Middle East and Africa, established in 2011at Ismailia, the company was, ad started 
projects and businesses in many fields such as electrical power plants, 
petrochemicals, oil and gas plants. 

About us: 

We are committed to satisfy the customer needs which require a good contact 
between us. Our portfolio is being continuously updated to match all customers and 
it insures a large information share area. Our documentation and reporting delivers 
all important information to the customer which may be helpful. 

Our mission: 

Our reports don't stop usually on the maintenance process stairs but, contain a 
helpful advice to improve the customer background about valves use. We can help 
to diagnose non-ideal operation for such failures and advise how to overcome. Root 
cause failure analysis included at the report is very helpful to customer in order not 
to commit the same mistakes again and to guarantee a long life service. 

All these communications with customer are supervised by our engineering team. 
We have well experienced engineers who cooperate to introduce a high quality 
service according to applicable standards.  

Belgian Holland introduces engineering solutions and design service. For customers 
who have technical problems associated with valve selection for new pipelines or 
pipeline design. Our engineering team can help and do the design calculationswith a 
written, signed and certified warranty for proper performance. 

For new constructions Belgian Holland cooperates with a consultant specialized in 
welding activities. We prepare, weld and our consultant inspects joints. Heat 
treatment is available if required. Our documentation is enlarged to include the 
WPS, PQR and WQT reports. Customer can inspect joints too. 

All maintained valves are coated with a suitable coating matches the customer plant 
environment class and application to enhance corrosion/erosion resistance. 
Customer can select the suitable painting system and we apply the paint. Customer 
and designer instructions are well respected. 

Belgian Holland is about to be internationally ISO certified for ISO 
9001/ISO14001/ISO 18001. All international Laws and standard instructions are 
followed strictly to reach international quality for all our activities. 

Our future: 



 

Communications between our office in Belgium and our office in Egypt are being 
improved to establish new office in a new country for larger business. We started a 
plan to have many office branches all over the world. 

- All piping services such as design, consults, supplies, maintenance, Selection, 
painting. 

Services: 

- Electro-mechanical works Installation 
- Steel structure fabrication and Erection 

-        -     Offshore floating facilities and Marine Construction. 
-       -      Steel tanks fabrication and Erection. 


